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CMS condition database model
“Non event” data needed “offline” for properly reconstructing
the physical quantities and “online” for the High Level Trigger
software are stored in an ORACLE database.
The condition data can be roughly divided in two groups:
conditions from any detector subsystem describing its state
(gas values, high-low voltages, magnetic currents, errors...)
and constants of calibrations of the single sub-detectors
devices, mainly evaluated offline (pedestals, offsets, noises,
constants of alignment...).
Condition/calibration data (payload) are accompanied by tag
and IOV (Interval Of Validity) as metadata:
• the tag string is a label attached to the data specifying the
subsystem and the payload version.
• the IOV, as a since/till interval, represents the temporal
range in which the data is valid. IOV can be assigned either
as run number range (typically for offline calibration) or a
timestamp.
A condition in the database is indeed specified by
payload-IOV-tag.
CMS relies on three ORACLE databases for the condition data:
• OMDS (Online Master Database System), a pure
relational database hosting the online condition data from
the detectors.
• ORCON (Offline Reconstruction Condition DB ONline
System), hosting conditions and calibrations needed for HLT
and reconstruction. The data are written using the POOLORA technology.
• ORCOFF (Offline Reconstruction Condition DB OFFline
System), a master copy (through ORACLE streaming) of
ORCON in the CERN network. Data in it are retrieved a C++
object inside the overall CMS software architecture
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PopCon transfers C++ condition-objects from a user-defined
data source into the offline databases. The sources can be
either a relational db (online db) or files (txt, xml, ASCII and
ROOT). PopCon handles the data source, encapsulates data
into C++ objects, assign tag and iov and write in ORCON.
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PopCon central job

A central system, based on
Pixel cronjob
PIXEL
Pixel watchdog
several automatic jobs running
Ecal cronjob
ECAL
Ecal watchdog
from a dedicated account on
ORCON
DTcronjob
the CMS online cluster, has
DT
DT watchdog
been set up in 2008. The
system works both as a central
accounts and as a repository;
hence any transaction to the database is done centrally.
Each automatic job is
associated with a
watchdog that
monitors its status.

PopCon monitor interface

PopCon logs all transactions in a dedicated db account, that is
read by a monitoring tool. PopCon has been intensively used
by all CMS subsystem during 2008 cosmic global runs.
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